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A B S T R A C T

The National DNA Database (NDNAD) of England and Wales was established on April 10th 1995. The NDNAD is governed by a variety of legislative instruments that mean that DNA samples can be taken if an individual is arrested and detained in a police station. The biological samples and the DNA profiles derived from them can be used for purposes related to the prevention and detection of crime, the investigation of an offence and for the conduct of a prosecution. Following the South East Asian Tsunami of December 2004, the legislation was amended to allow the use of the NDNAD to assist in the identification of a deceased person or of a body part where death has occurred from natural causes or from a natural disaster [1].

The UK NDNAD now contains the DNA profiles of approximately 6 million individuals [2] representing 9.6% of the UK population [3]. As the science of DNA profiling advanced, the National DNA Database provided a potential resource for increased intelligence beyond the direct matching for which it was originally created [4].

The familial searching service offered to the police by several UK forensic science providers exploits the size and geographic coverage of the NDNAD and the fact that close relatives of an offender may share a significant proportion of that offender’s DNA profile and will often reside in close geographic proximity to him or her. Between 2002 and 2011 Forensic Science Service Ltd. (FSS) provided familial search services to support 188 police investigations, 70 of which are still active cases. This technique, which may be used in serious crime cases or in ‘cold case’ reviews when there are few or no investigative leads, has led to the identification of 41 perpetrators or suspects.

In this paper we discuss the processes, utility, and governance of the familial search service in which the NDNAD is searched for close genetic relatives of an offender who has left DNA evidence at a crime scene, but whose DNA profile is not represented within the NDNAD. We discuss the scientific basis of the familial search approach, other DNA-based methods for eliminating individuals from the candidate lists generated by these NDNAD searches, the value of filtering these lists by age, ethnic appearance and geography and the governance required by the NDNAD Strategy Board when a police force commissions a familial search. We present the FSS data in relation to the utility of the familial searching service and demonstrate the power of the technique by reference to casework examples.

We comment on the uptake of familial searching of DNA databases in the USA, the Netherlands, Australia, and New Zealand.

Finally, following the adverse ruling by the European Court of Human Rights against the UK in regard to the S & Marper cases [5] and the consequent introduction of the Protection of Freedoms Act (2012) [6], we discuss the impact that changes to regulations concerning the storage of DNA samples will have on the continuing provision of familial searching of the National DNA Database in England and Wales.

Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd.

1. Introduction

In 2002 Forensic Science Service Ltd. (FSS) introduced familial searching of the UK National DNA Database (NDNAD) to support
and progress criminal investigations in which a full DNA profile was available, originating from some biological trace evidence believed to have been left at a crime scene by the true offender, but where no match was recorded with the profiles of any individuals retained on the NDNAD. The introduction of this technique led to the identification of the man responsible for the killing of three 16-year-old girls in South Wales in 1973 [7], a series of offences that became known as the Llandarcy murders: the first success for the embryonic familial search process.

The first successful prosecution of an individual identified through familial search techniques occurred in 2004 when Craig Harman admitted to the manslaughter of Michael Little [8]. Harman threw a brick from a motorway bridge that crashed through the windscreen of Mr Little’s lorry, striking him in the chest and causing him to have a fatal heart attack.

In this paper, the DNA profile recovered from the crime scene is designated the ‘target DNA profile’ and the subsets of the NDNAD profile data generated by the familial search process are designated as the ‘candidate lists’. The power of the familial search approach relies on a full target DNA profile being available for searching and hence partial DNA profiles, whether generated from limited or degraded DNA samples or as a result of the de-convolution of mixtures, are excluded from this application.

Under the assumption that the target DNA profile is that of the true offender and is relevant to the offence, there may be a number of explanations as to why that offender’s DNA profile is not present in the National DNA Database. For example, this might be the offender’s first offence; this individual’s other offence’s may have gone undetected or unreported; the offender might have left the jurisdiction of UK police forces or he might have died subsequent to the offence being committed.

The FSS designed two types of search algorithms to (a) identify any DNA profile within the NDNAD that could be related to the target DNA profile as a parent or child, and (b) to identify those individuals more likely to be related as siblings to the true perpetrator by ranking the DNA profiles held in the NDNAD by the number of alleles shared with the target DNA profile. In effect, using these algorithms to search the NDNAD generates two candidate lists; a parent/child list and a sibling list (Figs. 1 and 3).

If the DNA profile of the true offender is not present in the NDNAD, the familial search algorithms aim to locate first order relatives (parent/child or siblings) of the offender by exploiting the fact that the DNA profiles of close genetic relatives are expected to exhibit a high degree of similarity to that of the offender [9]. This technique has the potential to generate adventitious matches as demonstrated by simulation experiments carried out by Reid et al. [10] and O’Connor [11] but the search processes have been designed to minimise these issues and to provide focussed investigative leads for the police team. The search processes are discussed below.

The technique of familial searching of DNA database has raised some fundamental legal and ethical issues [12,13] and, though there is great interest in the utility of this technique, its use is relatively limited outside the UK.

2. Familial searching approach in the UK

Familial Searching of the UK National DNA Database is based on five general principles. These are:

1. The DNA profiles of close genetic relatives will exhibit a greater degree of genetic similarity to that of a true offender than unrelated individuals. This is because DNA is inherited such that children receive half of their DNA alleles from each parent. The extent to which siblings share their DNA is variable, but on average two siblings might be expected to share about 65% of their DNA alleles [9].
2. Research indicates that family members of an offender might also be involved in offending behaviour due to the social environment in which they live and therefore have an increased likelihood of their DNA profile being included in the NDNAD [14–16]. In the USA, data from the National Bureau of Statistics indicates that a significant number of incarcerated prisoners indicated that they had minor children (under 17 years) living at home [17]. The same study showed that 50% of these incarcerated parents also had close relatives who had been imprisoned (34% brothers and 19% fathers) [18].
3. Family members tend to reside within a restricted geographic area [19].
4. Family dispersion is positively correlated with higher income and higher education [20]. It may be asserted that those with a propensity to offend are often from lower income families and consequently the opportunities for family dispersion may be more limited.
5. Some studies indicate that offenders tend to commit crimes in close geographic proximity to where they live [21–23].

Whilst some of these claims are supported by results of the DNA Familial Search programme in England and Wales there are other researchers who have raised significant concerns about the governance and ethics of this approach to crime investigation. Haines [12] summarises these concerns succinctly as:

i. Violating the privacy of the person already on the NDNAD,
ii. Violating the privacy of the (potentially large) pool of possible relatives revealed by these procedures who would otherwise not be involved in police investigations,
iii. Reinforcing views about the alleged prevalence of criminality within certain families,
iv. Revealing to relatives the presence of a family member on the NDNDAD, 
v. Revealing a previously unknown genetic link between individuals, Revealing an absence of a genetic link, which individuals had thought, existed.

All of the agencies concerned with the definition and delivery of familial searching of the UK National DNA Database, including the forensic science providers, acknowledge the relevance of these issues and have taken steps to ensure there is a sufficient level of policy and procedural governance of them, even though there is no specific legislative instrument through which familial searching is authorised in England & Wales. All of the forensic science suppliers in the UK are subject to the Governance and Ethics regimes described below, though each of the forensic science suppliers have developed their own familial search algorithms and Likelihood Ratio ranking applications.

3. Familial searching process – governance and ethics

Familial searching makes use of the fact that related individuals are more likely to share alleles at a locus than those who are unrelated and parents and children share alleles in a particular and specific way. These techniques are used to:

- Investigate the most intractable cases,
- Re-start or re-invigorate stalled investigations,
- Support victim-led cold case reviews, and
- Provide an added value intelligence service to the Criminal Justice System.

These techniques exploit the retention and storage of DNA profiles in a searchable form in a local, state or nationally maintained database; supporting the Police and Criminal Justice System by providing an intelligence tool to aid criminal investigations and assisting in the exoneration of the innocent and prosecution of true offenders.

There is no legislation in the UK that specifically allows or mandates the police or the forensic community to use the technique of familial searching of the National DNA database. The technique was developed because of a technical ‘push’ rather than from a societal ‘pull’ and, perhaps for this reason, the governance processes which are now in place were developed as the practical technique evolved rather than being established or legislated prior to its inception (c.f. the situation in the Netherlands as outlined below).

Familial searching is a process which is often initiated during a ‘cold case’ investigation of undetected sexual offences or homicide cases. The police investigative team will consult their forensic science supplier to identify the availability of evidential materials from which a DNA profile may be derived. These might include microscope slides made for the identification of spermatozoa, tapings from semen or blood stained clothing or DNA extracts prepared during earlier examinations. The police may also consult with the victim of an unsolved sexual offence and may choose whether or not to undertake the investigation without his/her express permission.

Before any familial search programme is initiated, the police investigation team must seek and receive approval from the National DNA Database Strategy Board. These letters of approval become part of the investigation policy documentation. The police investigation team will then receive advice from the forensic supplier about the familial search methodology and the limitations of the technique. The police are required to complete a form for the forensic science provider indicating their understanding of the process. This form becomes part of the investigative policy documentation and is, in effect, the ‘contract’ between the forensic science provider and police investigative team [24].

The NDNDAD Strategy Board is made up of members representing the Association of Chief Police Officers and ACPO (Scotland), the Home Office, the UK Forensic Science Regulator, the NDNDAD Ethics Group, the Information Commissioner, the NPIA, the Scottish Police Services Authority, and the Criminal Justice Service and Scientific Support Services of Northern Ireland [25].

The NDNDAD Ethics Board monitors and reviews the use of the familial search technique in the UK [26].

4. Familial searching process – practical considerations

The UK National DNA Database grew rapidly from its inception on 10th April 1995 largely due to government support of £235 million for sample collection between 2000 and 2005 [27] and a series of legislative instruments [1], which created the world’s first arrestee database. It is the size of the NDNDAD that makes familial searching a particularly effective investigative technique.

The utility of familial searching of a DNA database is predicated on the fact that close genetic relatives are likely to have more similarities in their DNA profiles than unrelated individuals. The familial search technique is a two-step approach:

- To establish candidate lists based on a specific allele sharing pattern (parent/child) and the degree of allele sharing (siblings) 
- To refine and rank the candidate lists by taking into account the genetic information using a likelihood ratio (LR) and parameters of geography, age and ethnic appearance, which will be unique to each case.

5. Parent/Child relationships – theoretical considerations

Since a child inherits half of his alleles from his father and half from his mother a parent/child algorithm has been designed which searches the DNA database for any profile that has one matching allele in common with the target profile at each locus. This algorithm generates a subset of the DNA database of all those profiles that could represent that of a parent or child of the individual from whom the target profile originated. This is shown graphically in Fig. 1 below:

This ‘at least one allele per locus’ matching approach was the first method used by FSS Ltd. Subsequent refinements in 2007/8 led to the consideration of the allele frequencies to rank the candidate lists by likelihood of relationship (Likelihood Ratio approach).

Depending on the rarity of the alleles in the target profile, the parent/child subset may contain hundreds or thousands of DNA profiles. If the alleles in the target profile are particularly common then this file might contain three to five thousand profiles. In our experience these files are of a manageable size.

6. Sibling relationships – theoretical considerations

Defining the genetics of a sibling relationship is far more difficult, and designing an algorithm to select potential siblings is also more challenging. The FSS approach was to rank the profiles in the National DNA database according to the number of alleles that the individuals’ DNA profiles share with the target profile. Again this uses the principle that closely related individuals are expected to have more alleles in common than unrelated individuals.

STR DNA Profiling test chemistry in use in the UK is SGMplus®. This system has ten informative loci and a sex test (Amelogenin). Using the SGMplus® chemistry, any non-identical sibling pair may share as many as nineteen alleles in their DNA profiles or may share no alleles at all. Similarly, unrelated individuals can share alleles by chance and, again, this is described by a normal
distribution. The results of such a simulation experiment are shown in Fig. 2 below. This work is unpublished FSS data of Lindsey Foreman.

The issue with using this approach is that there is an overlap between the number of shared alleles between the DNA profiles of potential siblings and unrelated individuals. The operator has to choose an appropriate ‘cut off value’ for the number of shared alleles knowing that:

- if the level chosen is high (13 shared alleles) there is a possibility of false exclusion of true siblings
- if the level chosen is low (7 shared alleles) there is a possibility of false inclusion of unrelated individuals

In practice this issue is discussed with the police investigation team and a joint decision made. Often the FSS will recommend a sibling cut off value of about 11 shared alleles.

Several researchers including Buckleton et al. [28], Bieber et al. [9], Jianye Ge [29] and Curran & Buckleton [30] have reported the results of simulation experiments, generating ‘sibling’ profiles within large databases and counting the number of shared alleles (or calculating Likelihood Ratios) between each sibling pair. These researchers have shown that the technique is very successful at locating parent/child or sibling pairs in large databases.

The sibling search algorithm in use by FSS Ltd. ranks the DNA profiles in the National DNA Database by the number of alleles shared with the target profile and by Likelihood Ratio (LR). The operator then selects those DNA profiles that meet the selected criteria of ‘at least 11 alleles in common’ and generates the output file accordingly. The sibling ‘candidate lists’ may contain many thousands of DNA profiles which are ranked by likelihood of relationship (Likelihood Ratio approach). This is shown diagrammatically below in Fig. 3.

It is important to note that the individuals identified by the Parent/Child or Sibling searches of the NDNAD cannot be responsible for the deposition of any of the DNA material under from which the target DNA profile has been derived; they are excluded from being the true perpetrator. The purpose of the test is to use the genetic similarities of DNA profiles of close relatives to identify a potential offender.

The UK NDNAD is linked to the Police National Computer, a system that contains data pertaining to the individual and their arrest records. This data includes:

- Subject (name, date of birth),
- Ethnic appearance (as determined by the arresting officer),
- Geographic factors (the police force and division where the sample was taken).

In the UK these non-genetic data can be used to filter the familial search results and to refine the information available to the police investigation team. By combining the results of the genetic testing (LR ranked candidate lists) and non-genetic (case specific) filters the scientist can present the police investigation with the most pertinent intelligence information. The ranked and filtered candidate lists can also be used as a starting point for additional genetic testing; Y-STR analysis (or mitochondrial DNA sequencing) can be utilised to further prioritise the candidate lists.

![Fig. 3. Sibling Algorithm ranks the DNA profiles in the NDNAD according to the number of alleles shared with the target DNA profile.](image-url)
7. The Familial search process

The individual process steps in the UK familial search protocol are as follows:

1. Police identify a case for which Familial Searching might generate an investigative lead and for which appropriate DNA-rich material, believed to be that of the true offender, is available
2. The appropriate permissions are obtained from the Chairman of the National DNA Database Strategy Board and in some instances (often cases of sexual assault) also from the victim
3. The NDNAD Custodian provides the forensic science provider with an extract of the NDNAD which is loaded onto an server containing software capable of running the Parent/Child and Sibling algorithms and generating the appropriate likelihood ratios. Note: This server is housed in the office of the NDNAD Custodian and no data contained within it or pertaining to the parent/child and sibling data subsets generated by the familial search process is allowed to be removed from the office of the NDNAD Custodian
4. In the FSS protocol Forensic intelligence Bureau staff undertake the familial search process; running the parent/child and sibling algorithms and generating four data files; two unfiltered data sets ranked by Likelihood Ratio only and two filtered data sets ranked by Likelihood Ratio and other non-genetic filters agreed with the police investigations team (Geography, Age, Ethnic Appearance)
5. The NDNAD Custodian takes these four data sets and further populates them with the case specific demographic data such as name and gender by reference to the sample unique identifiers (sample barcodes). These files are then encrypted and stored pending a meeting between the concerned agencies
6. A final meeting is arranged between the police investigation team, the FSS Forensic Intelligence Bureau team and the NDNAD Custodian at which the familial search results are revealed and discussed. It is at this meeting that investigative priorities are determined and further forensic support (e.g. Y-STR analyses) discussed

An outline of the complete familial search process is shown below in Fig. 4.

8. Familial searching process – FSS outcomes

DNA profiling has been used as an investigative tool in approximately 210 cases in the UK since its introduction as a forensic technique in 2002. The FSS Forensic Intelligence Bureau has undertaken familial searches relating to 188 of these cases. The familial search technique has proved to be an effective intelligence tool leading to the identification of the true perpetrator. The outcomes and utility of the FSS familial search process are shown in Table 2 below:

The utility of the familial search process as undertaken by the FSS Forensic Intelligence Bureau (FIB) is clear to see: 32 of the 188 completed familial search investigations (i.e. 17%) undertaken by FSS Ltd. resulted in the identification of a relative of the true offender. In addition, in a further 9 cases (4.8%) the relative(s) of the offender were present in the candidate list derived from the familial search though the police had identified the suspect by other investigative means.

9. Familial searching – LGC forensics and orchid forensics outcomes

The authors have been informed that LGC Forensics completed eleven familial search cases by December 2010; five of which have resulted in the identification of the true offender. Three of these cases resulted in a court disposal. The other six cases remain active.

Since 2003 Orchid Forensics has completed twelve familial search cases; five of which were undertaken in 2010. The authors have no details of the outcomes of these cases.

10. Effectiveness of non-genetic filters

As the UK National DNA Database is linked to the Police National Computer each DNA profile is associated with a unique identifier (barcode) and a comprehensive file of non-genetic demographic data which includes the arrestees name and date of birth, an ethnic appearance code, an arrest summons number and offence code and details of the police force and division where the sample was taken. The fact that this data exists allows the forensic science provider and the police investigation team to filter the raw
Table 1
Impact of additional filters on the position of the relative of the true offender in the candidate lists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Offence</th>
<th>Parent/child (P/C)</th>
<th>Sibling (allele count)</th>
<th>LR Only</th>
<th>+Ethnicity</th>
<th>+DOB</th>
<th>+Geography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparrow</td>
<td>Rape</td>
<td>Sib (16/20)</td>
<td>23/6806</td>
<td>1/918</td>
<td>1/912</td>
<td>1/27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallard</td>
<td>Sexual Assault (series)</td>
<td>Sib (15/20)</td>
<td>2/6964</td>
<td>13/4507</td>
<td>10/4400</td>
<td>2/541</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turf</td>
<td>Rape</td>
<td>Sib (14/20)</td>
<td>21/3351</td>
<td>62/3145</td>
<td>61/3113</td>
<td>4/122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remark</td>
<td>Rape</td>
<td>Sib (12/20)</td>
<td>1261/1913</td>
<td>1265/1784</td>
<td>35/45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota</td>
<td>Sexual Assault (series)</td>
<td>P/C</td>
<td>330/3391</td>
<td>320/3119</td>
<td>235/2476</td>
<td>6/60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly &amp; Angel</td>
<td>Abandoned babies</td>
<td>Sib (17/20)</td>
<td>2/9131</td>
<td>2/8461</td>
<td>1/230</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaskan</td>
<td>Attempted rapes</td>
<td>P/C</td>
<td>33/1204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orchard</td>
<td>Rape</td>
<td>P/C</td>
<td>21/2691</td>
<td>17/2312</td>
<td>17/1976</td>
<td>1/85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addendum</td>
<td>Burglary &amp; Rape</td>
<td>P/C</td>
<td>849/17329</td>
<td>675/15326</td>
<td>436/9741</td>
<td>13/199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alverston</td>
<td>Linked sexual assaults</td>
<td>P/C</td>
<td>9/545</td>
<td>9/486</td>
<td>7/330</td>
<td>1/13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapwing</td>
<td>Rape</td>
<td>Sib (17/20)</td>
<td>1/2946</td>
<td>1/2785</td>
<td>1/2761</td>
<td>1/30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nightingale</td>
<td>Linked rapes</td>
<td>Sib (13/20)</td>
<td>19/1425</td>
<td>53/1352</td>
<td>24/1114</td>
<td>2/25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greystone</td>
<td>Rape</td>
<td>P/C</td>
<td>89/1442</td>
<td>78/1373</td>
<td>3/35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comet</td>
<td>Attempted rape</td>
<td>P/C</td>
<td>54/1888</td>
<td>39/1496</td>
<td>27/941</td>
<td>1/35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
<td>Rape &amp; Murder</td>
<td>Sib (13/20)</td>
<td>36/1294</td>
<td>56/1280</td>
<td>2/28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fireblade</td>
<td>Rape</td>
<td>Sib (14/20)</td>
<td>2/275</td>
<td>2/257</td>
<td>2/50</td>
<td>5/133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stord</td>
<td>Murder</td>
<td>Sib (13/20)</td>
<td>29/2530</td>
<td>451/2418</td>
<td>72/980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagali</td>
<td>Indecent Assault</td>
<td>P/C</td>
<td>8/6892</td>
<td>6/6111</td>
<td>2/563</td>
<td>1/785</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanab</td>
<td>Rape/abduction</td>
<td>P/C</td>
<td>34/9549</td>
<td>29/5570</td>
<td>25/4634</td>
<td>2/193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

data from the parent/child and sibling candidate lists to enhance the impact of the familial search process on a case by case basis. Simulation experiments conducted by Curran and Buckleton [30] show that there is approximately 78% chance that a sibling of a true offender will be in the top 100 profiles using a LR methodology. Similar DNA experiments described by O’Connor et al. [11] indicated that to reach a probability of 0.95 of finding the true parent/child pair the top 0.1% of the LR values would have to be investigated, and for the true full sibling pair, the top 3% of the LR values would have to be scrutinised.

The empirical data obtained from familial search casework undertaken by the FSS shows that if a relative of the true offender is in the NDNAD then, utilising a likelihood ratio or allele counting methodology together with additional age, ethnic appearance and geographic filters, the relative would be expected to occur in the top thirty returns in either the parent/child or sibling candidate lists in the majority of cases.

The impact of the geographic filters (police force and division) is particularly marked as can be seen in the cases designated Dakota, Alaskan and Addendum in Table 1. The use of these additional prioritisation factors is dependent on case specific information and will be agreed between the forensic science supplier and the police investigation team. These decisions will also be a matter of record in the police policy documentation.

The FSS developed a strategy of identifying the top 30 individuals in the prioritised, familial search lists and, if it was appropriate and agreed with the investigating officer, targeted these individuals for further analysis usually using Y-STR chemistry. This process is possible because two DNA sample swabs are collected from each individual on arrest; one of which is used to generate the STR profile and the other is stored by the forensic science supplier. In this way the Y-STR analysis of samples representing those involved in the candidate lists can be conducted without the necessity of interviewing and sampling these individuals again. The Y-STR analysis corroborates the familial link with the true offender, eliminated many false inclusions, and prevented an unnecessary invasion of privacy of most of the individuals in the candidate lists.

Amongst the last of the cases undertaken by the FSS familial search team before its closure in December 2011 was the identification of the perpetrator of a series of linked kidnappings and sexual assaults of female children. In 1995 two 5-year-old girls were abducted and sexually assaulted in Newcastle in the northeast of England. These offences were linked to the abduction and sexual assaults of two other young female children; offences committed in Hampshire in the south of England in 1982 and 1983.

An initial familial search was conducted in 2011. Using a geographic filter of Northumbria Police returned no significant matches. However, the wider, unfiltered familial search led to a familial link to an individual from Hampshire. A Y-STR analysis indicated the correct familial link had been established to the perpetrator and the investigation was directed to a man who lived and worked in Ulverston in the north west of England. Police enquiries determined that this man, David Bryant, had been in Newcastle in 1995 and in Hampshire in the early 1980s. Between 1984 and 1995 he had lived and worked in Saudi Arabia. In January 2012 David Bryant pleaded guilty to two offences and two further offences committed in Northumbria in 1995 [31] and was sentenced to a term of 16 years imprisonment.

11. Impact of recent legislative and policy changes in the UK

The National DNA Database (NDNAD) of England and Wales was established on the 10th April 1995 and, since that date, has grown to be the largest, per capita DNA database in the world. The growth in the collection and retention of DNA profiles has been driven by legislative changes [1] and the Home Office DNA Expansion Programme (2000–2005), which provided £240 million to support the use of DNA profiling in crime investigation [32]. By March 2012 there were approximately 5.95 million individuals’ DNA profiles and 405,000 crime scene sample profiles retained in the National DNA Database [2].

The size of the National DNA Database and the fact that related genetic material is retained has led to claims of the National DNA

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases submitted</th>
<th>188</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cases subsequently closed or withdrawn</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases detected by other means – no relative identified</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familial Search Successes – Suspect Identified</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conviction of suspect in judicial process</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases currently sub-judge – suspect identified</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offender identified – 6 deceased, 1 acquittal</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case detected by other means – relative in familial lists</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active cases</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Database being a vital tool in the investigation and detection of crime and counter-claims that the consequent invasion of privacy and personal genetic identity outweighs its utility in crime detection.

These issues were brought to a head by the cases of S and Marper vs The Chief Constable of South Yorkshire Police [33]. In each of these cases the contention of the appellant was that the retention of DNA profiles and DNA samples breached the individuals’ rights to privacy as neither was convicted of an offence. The South Yorkshire Police contested this view and the appeals were subsequently dismissed in a 2002 judgement in the Court of Appeal. S and Marper were given leave to appeal to the Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) and, in December 2008, the ECHR ruled that the ‘blanket and indiscriminate’ nature of the UK Government’s policy on the retention of DNA profiles and samples in England and Wales, regardless of the age of the offender, the seriousness of the offence, or whether the individual had been charged or convicted; was a breach of the right to privacy (Article 8) of the European Charter of Human Rights [34]. Following this decision the Government conducted a review and a comparison of DNA retention policy with those of other jurisdictions, notably that of Scotland.

The Government has, quite properly in the view of the authors, amended the rules on the retention of DNA profiles and DNA samples for those not convicted of an offence or those against whom investigative or judicial proceedings are discontinued. However, the Government has gone much further: the Protection of Freedom Act (2012) allows DNA samples to be retained for a maximum period of six months to ensure a full DNA profile is created for inclusion in the National DNA Database and to allow for re-examination and re-analysis if necessary [35]. Thereafter, under this legislative instrument the DNA samples must be destroyed. The Government has also indicated that the ‘legacy’ samples, i.e. the 6 million swabs currently held by forensic science suppliers will be destroyed within 12 months of the regulations being enacted. This latter decision is likely to severely impact upon the ability of the police to deliver an effective familial search service.

Under these new regulations the familial search process can still be used to generate the appropriate filtered or unfiltered candidate lists. It is the ability to utilise rapidly further genetic analysis that will be compromised by this decision. At present, the stored biological material (buccal swabs) from those individuals in the candidate lists can be used for Y-STR analysis without further contacting those individuals and it could be argued that their personal freedoms suffer minimal intrusion because of this. In future, the police will have to decide whether to trace and interview some, or all, of those individuals identified by the familial search process and seek a second, volunteered DNA sample for Y-STR analysis.

The outcomes of such a policy change are unknown. Individuals might refuse to supply samples and true perpetrators could be warned by their relatives when alerted by the request to supply a sample and it might simply be prohibitively expensive for the police to trace, interview and sample potentially many hundreds of individuals. It will be interesting to see how this develops.

12. Familial searching in the USA

In the USA, familial searching has been championed by the Colorado State Forensic Science Laboratory and the Denver District Attorney [36] and the California Department of Justice Laboratory. The publication of a ‘DNA Partial Match (Crime Scene DNA Profile to Offender) Policy’ by the State Attorney General’s Office in 2008 [37] allowed Californian law enforcement agencies and the state forensic science laboratories to use a modified CODIS (Combined DNA Index System) search [38] to provide investigatory information by indicating whether the source of a crime scene DNA profile might be genetically related to another offender retained within the California DNA Data Bank.

California has had two significant investigatory successes using a familial search of the state DNA database; identifying Lonnie David Franklin Jr. as the ‘Grim Sleeper’, the alleged perpetrator of a series of homicides that took place in Los Angeles [39], and Elvis Lorenzo Garcia as the perpetrator of a rape in Santa Cruz in 2008.

By contrast, the State of Maryland passed legislation [40] that allowed the collection of DNA samples when a suspect was charged with an offence and increased the number of offences for which the collection of a DNA sample was mandated, but in the same legislative instrument, banned the use familial searching.

Since March 2011 the Commonwealth of Virginia [41] allows the use of DNA Familial Searching and the Virginia Department of Forensic Science will consider requests from law enforcement agencies to “conduct familial DNA searches in cases involving unsolved violent crimes against persons where other investigative leads have been exhausted and critical public safety concerns exist” [42].

Most US states follow the FBI interim policy on partial DNA matches in CODIS databases [43]. The FBI define a partial match as “…the spontaneous product of a regular database search where a candidate offender profile is identified as not being identical to the forensic profile but because of a similarity in the number of alleles shared between the two profiles, the offender may be a close biological relative of the source of the forensic profile”. By contrast, a familial search is “…an intentional or deliberate search of the database conducted after a routine search for the purpose of potentially identifying close biological relatives of the unknown forensic sample associated with the crime scene profile” [44].

California, Colorado, Virginia, and Texas perform limited familial searching against their State DNA databases, yet all 50 States face the possibility of being involved in a partial match [38,45]. The FBI restrictions on the reporting of partial matches include:

(1) The profile must be a single-source DNA profile;
(2) Additional confirmatory testing may be requested;
(3) The partial match must contain data at all 13 CODIS core loci;
(4) Expected Match Ratios (EMR) and Expected Kinship Ratios (EKR) must be calculated;
(5) Police and Prosecution Authorities must commit to investigate and pursue prosecution of any individual identified by a partial match;
(6) The State holding a possible relative's information is solely responsible for a legal review to determine if releasing the information is permissible under State law or policies

The FBI does not regulate familial searching at a State level.

13. Familial searching in the Netherlands

In the Netherlands, a legislative, rather than a regulatory, approach has been taken to the introduction of DNA profiling in the criminal justice system. The 1994 Forensic DNA Profiling Act set the legislative framework for the creation of a National DNA database and determined the rules for the collection, use and destruction of DNA samples and the conditions under which DNA profiles can be generated, compared and stored [46,47].

In April 2012 the Dutch Ministry of Security and Justice introduced legislation to allow the use of DNA familial searching in support of police investigations of serious, unsolved criminal cases. Within days of this legislation being enacted, the police and the Netherlands Forensic Institute used the technique to support the investigation of an unsolved rape and homicide of Marianne
Vastra, a 16 year old female, which occurred in 1999. It was believed that as the offence took place in a rural area of northern Holland the perpetrator was a man with local knowledge. A full DNA profile believed to be that of the perpetrator was obtained from evidential materials left at the scene. Three lines of enquiry were followed initially; an autosomal STR familial search of the National DNA database, Y-STR analysis and comparison of males selected from the Dutch DNA database based on residency or place of birth and Y-STR analysis based on rare surnames from the area in which this offence had been committed. In each case all of the potential candidates were eliminated from the enquiry. In October 2012 the Minister of Security and Justice announced that DNA samples would be requested from approximately 8000 men who, in 1999, had been living within a 5 km radius of where Marianne Vastra’s body was found. In effect these 8000 samples formed a case-specific DNA database. Initially these samples were compared with the target DNA sample using Y-STR profiling techniques to eliminate all but paternally related individuals. Not only did this technique rapidly locate potential relatives of the perpetrator, an autosomal DNA match was obtained with one individual. A 45-year-old local man has now been arrested and charged with Marianne Vastra’s rape and murder [48,49].

14. Familial searching in Australia and New Zealand

The six States and two Territories of Australia have independent DNA databases which support criminal investigations and the individual state/territory Criminal Justice Systems. At a Commonwealth level the state/territory DNA databases support the National Criminal Investigative DNA Database (NCIDD). None of the current Australian DNA database legislation expressly permits, nor prohibits, the use of familial searching. However, there is a concern that familial searching represents a ‘function creep’ in the use of DNA databases beyond that of direct matching of suspects and crime scenes for which they were created [50].

In New Zealand the Criminal Investigations (Bodily Samples) Act 1995 provides the framework for the collection of DNA samples from individuals for inclusion in the DNA Profile Databank (DPD). This legislation does not cover extended forensic uses of the DPD but the NZ Police and the forensic supplier ESR have agreed operational procedures [51] for the use of familial searching which are very similar to those derived in the UK as described below. Familial searching has been used as ‘a last resort’ in 38 cases in New Zealand. In their 2010 report ‘A brief history of Forensic DNA 1990–2010’ ESR cites two cases as examples of the successful prosecution of a familial search [52]. However, there appear to be calls for a parliamentary debate about the technique with suggestions that “The effect of it (familial searching) is to increase the footprint of the database without Parliament having legislated for that increased footprint” even though the NZ Justice Minister appears content with the use and management of this technique [53].

15. Concluding remarks

In this paper we have outlined the development and use of familial searching of DNA databases in the UK, Europe, Australasia, and the USA with reference to legislative concerns and illustrated by casework successes. We have also outlined the concerns raised by ethicists [12] about the use of the familial search technique. These are succinctly summarised as,

How can you justify the use the genetic information from totally innocent individuals to find your true perpetrator?

We would argue that, when used with safeguards of the kind described earlier, familial searching of forensic DNA databases accords with widely accepted ethical principles of beneficence and non-maleficence [54]. It can provide intelligence information to support the Criminal Justice System by excluding innocent individuals from police investigations and identifying and supporting the prosecution of true offenders. It also supports the rights to justice for the victims of crime.

The use of additional genetic testing (Y-STR profiling) may help to eliminate false inclusions and reduce intrusion and unnecessary direct contact with nominated, putative relatives. However, this is not to deny the ethical complexity of the application of this forensic technique or the necessity of policy and practice attentiveness to such complexity.

We have outlined the processes, utility, and governance of the familial search service in which the UK NDNAD is searched for close genetic relatives of an offender who has left DNA evidence at a crime scene but whose DNA profile is not represented within the NDNAD. We have outlined the scientific basis of the familial search approach and the use other genetic methods for eliminating individuals from the ‘candidate lists’ generated by these NDNAD searches. We have demonstrated the value of using additional factors to prioritise the individuals in the candidate lists; filtering by age, ethnic appearance and geography. We present the FSS data in relation to the utility of the familial searching and demonstrate the power of the technique by reference to casework examples. Finally we have commented on the likely impact on the current familial search processes in England and Wales given the deconstruction of the stored DNA swabs as required by Protection of Freedoms Act (2012).

The authors would like to thank and Dr Matthew Greenhalgh (Cellmark Forensics) and Dr James Walker (LGJ Forensics) for supplying their familial search case data and permission to use the same for this paper.
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